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and the Conciliation of Religion with Science is to be found in Mo»ism— to
present and defend which is the main object of The Open Court.
Mo?izsm is that view which recognizes the Oneness of All-Existence
As a Philosophy, Monism is the basis of modern science. It teaches that
truth is one and the same. One truth can not contradict another truth. Cognition must agree with facts and be free from self-contradiction, constituting
a clear and systematic conception of Reality.
Religion, Monism teaches that the individual is a part of the whole.
individual must conform to the laws of the All in order not only to live,

As a

but also to lead a moral life— a

Tbe

religion of

life

that

is

worth

living.

Monism thus becomes

the scientific basis of Ethics which
regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings as well as to the
cosmical laws of the All.

Translations from the most prominent authors of Europe have been procured, and eflorts are ma:?e to present the very best and cnost advanced thought

bearing on

scientific, religious, social,

C. K.

WHIPPLE.

" Progressive Orthodoxy," by C. K. Whipple, in No.
25, is
a very keen and rather sarcastic censure on "The American

Board of Coinmissioners for Foreign Missions." The said
Board" declined to comply with the request of their missionaries
to make a few changes in the plan of saving the savages. These
innocents, it was experienced, object in an absurd benevolence to
the plan of eternal damnation, so as to be lost for Christianity.
Mr. Whipple, it seems, did not consider that the Board could not
have acted otherwise, for it would have been an outright confession that the savages had converted the missionaries, a mcst iliog.'cal and very improper thing to do.
"

The Open Court is a radical journal which holds that Religion and
Science, rightly understood, do not contradict each other. The apparent divergencies have arisen from the false dualistic conceptions of world and life;
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acquainted with some strongly marked personalities, and hears
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philosophy.'" says Frau Rollmaus to the Professor.
" It endeavors to instruct men in the life of their own spirit,
and thus to strengthen and improve them."
In the actions, conversation, and adventures of the characters
we see this philosophy guiding, teaching and improving them
and us. Here through the easy and pleasant method of novel

we learn the secret inspiration which produces those
wonderful phenomena, which hitherto have been considered the
life; here we see destiny directed and controlled by
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mysteries of

law, and all the phenomena of natural and physical life are comprehended as phases of one and the same. This monism or conception of the oneness of all life and all nature pervades all pages
of this wonderful work of fiction.
EWALD HERING.

and 23 contain a very eloquent article on " Tho
Energies of the Nervous System," by Dr. Ewald
Hering, Professor of Physiology at the University of Prague.
His useful additions to physiological science are enumerated in
the Encyclopedia Britannica, under the heading of " Physiology."
Several pages of the Encyclopedia are devoted to Dr. Hering.
His discoveries make an era in physiological study, and w^
remind our readers of his learned and instructive essay on "Mem
ory," published in Nos. 6 and 7 of The Open Court.
Dr. Hering's article on the " Specific Energiesof the Nervous
System," while profound in argument and full of information in
its details, is at the same time so simple in statement and so
Nos.

22

Specific

understood that the reading of it is a pleasure as well as a
Such articles enable us to see farther into Nature than we
formerly did, and they reveal to us that her " specific " work is
much of it so delicate and fine that the most powerful microscope

easily

ILL.

RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT.
FREDERICK MAY HOLLAND.

study.

cannot

make

it

visible to the material eye of

the essay the following proposition

is

Throughout

man.

maintained

:

"The germs

of each animal species possess an inherent and innate faculty,
viz: a specific energy which directs its development in a manner
characteristic to this animal and no other. Again, each single
germ possesses an individual energy which, in addition to the
normal features of its species, secures an individual character to

Mr. Fred. M. Holland in his essay " King Voltaire," in No.
The Open Court, calls the seventy years preparation for
the French Revolution the Reign of Voltaire.
Voltaire was not
without faults; his irritability, duplicity and timidity are not to be
denied.
But his greatness as an author, Mr. Holland says, would
be more apparent, if the man had not been greater still.
He
wrote for his day, and it was dark and bloody enough to need
every word. The greatest work that Voltaire accomplished with
his able pen, was the deliverance and justification of persons
unjustly arraigned and persecuted. It must be added that while Mr.
Holland exaggerates the praise of Voltaire by declaring that his
influence was greater than that of Luther or of Goethe, he wrongs
him by stating that he had expressed on his deathbed his hope to
die in the Catholic religion and be pardoned by the church.
Condorcet, his biographer, knows nothing of such a confession of

refer to the History of Civilization.
In this essay
in a delightful w;iy the wisdom and the folly of the
drama, and his value, not only to the body politic, but
to the morals of human life. In the folly of the fool in the drama
we see our own folly; and the satire of the fool administered in
jest leaves a lesson behind it that makes us think seriouslv when

Voltaire's in his last hours.

the laughter

I,

of

its

future development."
FR.

HELBIG.

In Nos. 22, 23 and 24 is a deeply philosophical essay, "The
Fool in the Drama," by Franz Helbig, another G-'rman scholar

whose works

are

shown

fool in the

is

done.
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THE FOUNDING OF OUR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM.
BY MONCURE

CONWAY.

D.

"Diversity of worship has divided the
into seventy-two nations.

mas

I

have selected one

New
it

seven

race

their dog-

dogma

was not the Divine

lem world suffered invasion and massacre from six
millions of Christians, marching under the banner of a
teacher who said, "Love ycur enemies." Those Moslems were, as they are to-day, all Christians. Their
sole offense was that they did not believe Jesus the
equal of God, (Allah or Eloah, for they preserved the

—

name of the Creator in the Hebrew Scriptures).
The loving faith of Omar Kheyam had to wait long

very

But

it.

at length the

In 1796, President
it

was

the following

ment

and

fifty

is

Washington sent

ratified, a treaty

—

his rubber, a vestry deputation came to request that
he would pray for rain on Sunday. " I will pray," said
but it won't
I lead trumps
the old gentleman, "but
This clergyman was
rain till the moon changes."
George Washington's pastor, in his veracious cherry-

to the Senate,

tree days.

But

in those

days came out of the North the apostle
Samuel Davies. Under his flame

of Presbyterianism,

government

Henry

flowered.

The

tried to arrest this apostolate.

Virginia

In 1748,

the King's Attorney contended that the propaganda of

"As the GovernAmerica is not in any

dissent

:

United States of
sense founded on the Christian Religion as it has in
itself no character of enmity against the laws, religion
or tranquility of Mussulmans and as the said States
have never entered into any war or act of hostility
against any Mahometan nation, it is declared by the
parties that no pretext arising from religious opinions
shall ever produce an interruption of the harmony existing between the two countries."
Thus was the seventh centenary of the first Crusade on the Moslem world celebrated by the first
President of the American Republic by a solemn severance of the New World from the intolerant traditions of Christendom.
To the historic sense, the
American affirmation may appear as an obelisk brought
from the ancient battlefield of sectarian States, that
its barbarous inscriptions may be contrasted with the
"harmony" established where creeds are disestablished.
But this liberation was not reached without
intervening American inscriptions on the historic pillar thus made by Washington into a national landmark. Among these, some, which have not hitherto

—

—

—

—

with Tripoli, of which

the eight article

of the

years ago the Church of Eng-

—

the genius of Patrick

time came.

by which

A hundred

institution; its clergy were men of the world, but in a
good sense. My ancestor. Parson Moncure, of Overwharton parish, probably a fair specimen, preached
practical sermons, plaj'ed a perfect game of whist, and
bequeathed to his many children slaves whose births
and baptisms are registered along with those of the
Once, while this parson was enjoying
said children.

—but deified Wrath.

be founded on

in the Republic.

ago.

centuries

In the century of the liberal Persian poet his Mos-

for a nation to

light, appear in old manuscripts before me,
and make clearer the brave storj' of religious libert}'

seen the

land in Virginia was a somewhat secular, fashionable

Unfortunately, however, the

England.

iJ

So wrote

the nations founded by and for dissent was

selected from past diversities

Love,

human

all

— the Divine Love."

Omar Kheyam,

the Persian,

Among

From among

23,

was

illegal.

Davies pleaded the Act of Toler-

The Attorney said that did not extend to Vir"Then neither does the Act of Uniformity,"
ginia.
answered Davies. The question was taken to Eng
From that hour
land, where Davies was sustained.
ation.

drawn
and the English branch in VirThe
ginia began to wither, morally and spiritually.
work was completed by the Revolution. The English
Church in Virginia was necessarily Tory; the Presby-

the devouter spirits of the colonial church were
into Presbyterianism,

terian naturally radical,

— that

is in politics;

for theo-

was reviving the superstitions and fears of
Such was the situation when the
primitive man.
revolutionary convention of 1776 met at Williamsburg, the ancient capitol of Virginia. But now it appeared that the English Church of the Colon}' its
puritan elements drawn off had become heretical as
This, as we shall see, had much fo
well as worldly.
logically

it

—

—

do with the foundation of religious liberty in Virginia,
which became the chief corner-stone of that established
by the national constitution.
Edmund Randolph, the }-oungest member of this
Virginia convention,

— at that

time a deist, but after-

1
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—

wards an Episcopalian, has left a manuscript history
from which may be gathered an impression of the
religious elements surrounding that assembly, from
which issued the first declaration of independence, and
of human rights, and the first republican constitution.
"The two sects (English Church and Presbyterian)
were contrasted by some striking circumstances. The
Presbyterian clergy were indefatigable. Not depending upon the dead letter of written sermons, they understood the mechanism of haranguing, and had often
been whetted in dispute on religious liberty, so nearly
Those of the Church of England were
allied to civil.
planted on glebes, with comfortable houses, decent
salaries, some perquisites, and a species of rank which

was not wholly

destitute of unction.

To him who

acquitted himself of parochial functions these comforts

were secured, whether he ever converted a deist or
He never asked himsoftened the pangs of a sinner.
To this
self whether he was felt by his audience.
charge of lukewarmness there were some shining exceptions, and there were even a few who did not hesitate to confront the consequences of a revolution which
boded no stability to them. The dissenters, on the
other hand, were fed and clothed only as they merited
A change or
the gratitude of their congregations.
modification of the ancient regime carried no terrors
to their imagination."

When

one considers the present puritanical type
it appears hardly credible that in
the last century the established church, and its University at Williamsburg, had developed rationalistic
and secular tendencies similar to those of the Broad
Church in England. Such, it would appear, must be
the natural evolution of a church requiring the support of all sorts and conditions of men, and independent of theological tribunals, as was the Colonial Church,
whose only Bishop was a half mythical being in London.
It depended on the arm of flesh, and made but
little of the dogmatic arm; whereas ever since its disestablishment the Episcopal Church has steadily beLord Dunmore,
come orthodox and evangelical.
Governor of Virginia at the outbreak of revolution, if

of Virginia religion,

not a rationalist himself, was indifferent to the creeds.

Williamsburg was looked on as a centre
and irreligion by the dissenters and the
devouter churchmen. The freethinkers, or "deists,"
had no quarrel with the church, and when at length

His court

at

of worldliness

some

great

men

arose resolved to liberate religion

from state, or state from religion, they were generally
supposed to be dissenters and zealots. The sixteenth
article of the Bill of Rights,

says

Edmund Randolph

(MS.), "unfettering the exercise of religion, was pro-

posed by Mr. (Patrick) Henry. Coming from a gentleman who was supposed to be a dissenter, it caused
an appeal to him whether it was designed as a prelude

an attack on the established church, and he disdained such an object." Henry was then and to the
to

member of the Episcopal Church. So
was Madison, and, unlike his rationalistic relative,
the Bishop, he was thoroughly orthodox.
That a
churchman should wage war against the establishment was incredible in his case also. " I was diverted
yesterday," Randolph writes him, " by Mr. John
Pierce, of James City, (the delegate) asking whether
you had not become a Methodist. After I had recovend

of his life a

also

my

I inquired from whom the
His account in reply was nothing
it was a general report in James City.
It will be no easy matter to impress on some of your
friends that you have fastened yourself to any sect."
(MS.)
Though the church was disestablished, membership of any other body was still regarded as belonging to a sect '; it would so have been regarded by
Madison's father and mother (she had been- Nelly
Conway). But the popular instinct, which could not

ered from

surprise,

rumor sprang.
more than that

'

believe that the establishment

was

originated the

spirit

For some unavowed
reason James Madison, contrary to the custom of Virginia gentry, was not sent to William and Mary ColIt was a sign that the great
lege, but to Princeton.
college at Williamsburg had come under suspicion of
the pious and orthodox country churchmen. Edmund
Randolph (MS.) says that in early life he himself was
a deist,
" made so by my confidence in some whom
I revered, and by the labors of two of my preceptors,
who, though of the ministry, poisoned me with books
The clergymen who taught at William
of infidelity."
and Mary during Randolph's time (1766 71) were
Horrocks, Camm, Dixon, Johnson, Henley, Gwatkin:
it would be interesting to know which of these were
of disestablishment,

right.

—

—

the deists in clerical clothing.

In the reference to

some whom I revered," must be included his father,
John Randolph, King's Attorney, whose nomination
(twice) by Lord Dunmore to the Board of Visitors of
the College was successfully resisted by John (after"

wards Governor) Page, on the ground that he did not
possess " the disposition and character, moral and religious, which the charter and statutes of the college
required."
A note which I have seen from Bishop
Meade shows that it was the Attorney's rationalism
which chiefly offended Page, whose devoutness caused
him to be at one time proposed for the bishoprick
which passed to Madison, who represented the rationalistic wing of the College, of which he was so long
president. I suppose also that among the deists whom
young Edmund "revered " was his uncle, Pej'ton
Randolph, whose will, now before me, opens with the
words, " In the name of God, Amen," but is without the
usual expressions of Christian faith and hope.
Chan-

—

THK OPEN COURT.
Wythe, too, and Jefferson might be included.
Randolph speaks of their coming to his house on Sunday to play chess, a procedure which his young wife
rebuked by not appearing in the room, with result that
the incident was not repeated; but Randolph did become a churchman. While this was going on at
Williamsburg, the soul of Samuel Davies was "marching on."
His eloquence had kindled not only the religious nature of Patrick Henry, but that of James
Madison, Sr., also.
Neither of them left the old

The Convention was

cellor

new

church, but carried a

into

spirit

Princeton

it.

—

fore

all

men

are equally entitled to the free exercise of

religion,

according to the dictates of conscience, and

that

the duty of

it is

all

To Princeton

(To be continued.)

HERBERT SPENCER ON THE ETHICS OF KANT.
{Co,u-ludcd.)

Mr. Spencer interrupts his essay on the Ethics of
Kant by a digression on Kant's conception of time

and space. It would lead us too far at present if we
would follow Mr. Spencer on this ground also. A
comparison of Spencer's remarks on the subject with
Kant's " Critique of Pure Reason " will show that
Kant's view of space and time is different from that
view which Mr. Spencer represents as the Kantian
conception of time and space.

then went young Madison, aged 18; and
*

the course of American history was influenced by the
incident.

From Princeton he brought

of presbyterian

a touchstone

manufacture, which a statesman with

the prestige of relationship to Bishop Madison, and

was able

the evangelical spirit of Davies,

apply to

to

the ecclesiastical edifice, from within, with fatal effect.

Only an eye of Princeton could have detected a
germ of intolerance in the original article of the Bill of

By

Rights, to secure "the fullest toleration."

word

out the equivocal

pated the principle of

"toleration,"

Thomas

it.

self

Both are despotisms.

striking

Madison

antici-

Paine: "Toleration

not the opposite of intolerance, but
of

is

The one assumes

to

other of granting

it."

The two

articles

may be

it-

here

compared.
religion or the duty

we owe

That religion, or the duty we owe to
our Creator and the manner of discharging it, being under the direction

to

our Creator, and the manner of discharging it, can be directed only by
reason and conviction, not by force or
violence; and therefore that all men
should enjoy the fullest toleration in

of reason

equally entitled to the

in the exercise of religion, according
to the dictates of conscience,

and religion only, not of

violence or compulsion,
exercise of

unpun-

it,

all

full

men

are

and

free

according to the dictates

of conscience, and, therefore, that

man

under color of religion,
any man disturb the peace, happiness,
and safety of society. And that it is
the mutual duty of all to practice

count of religion, to be invested with

Christian forbearance, love, and char-

ion, the preservation of equal liberty

or class of

men

no

ished and unrestrained by the magis-

tarianism, the moral

ity

peculiar emoluments

ought, on ac-

abilities unless,

under color of

relig-

and the existence of the State be manifestly

The completeness

privileges,

nor subjected to any penalties or dis-

towards each other.
*

or

of the victory

what picturesque latter-day
now the Bishop of Virginia,

'On by Dr.

v,

endangered.

Samuel Davies

illustration in the fact that his lineal
in

whose Low Church

apostolate,

finds a somedescendant is

and stern

atti-

tude towards woridliness, his ancestor's spirit re-appears. This Bishop Whittle
is also a descendant of Pocahontas.
i

maxim

is utili-

or the idea of duty

is

not

distinguished from the feeling of pleasure or pain

thoughts and acts, and
This lack of distinction induces
Mr. Spencer to consider man's pursuit of happiness as
the basis of ethics.
Accordingly the aim of ethics, he
maintains, is not the performance of duty, not the realization of the good; to the utilitarian this is only the
means. The end of ethics is the greatest happiness of

accompanies

that

ethical

their consequences.

the greatest number.
It is strange that Mr. Spencer's essay contains a
passage which, although intended as a point of objection to Kant, is a corroboration of Kant's ethics, and
While dea refutation of Mr. Spencer's own views.
nying the statement that "a cultivated reason, if applied with deliberate purpose to the enjoyment of life
and happiness, will fail to produce true satisfaction,"

Mr. Spencer says:
I assert that it is untrue on the strength of personal experi" ences.
In the course of my life there have occurred many in" ter\'als, averaging a month each, in which the pursuit of happi'

'

'

trate unless,

*

In the Spencerian system of ethics, which

is

the counterfeit

the right of withholding liberty of conscience, the

That

to practice Christian forbear-

ance, love and charity towards each other."

torting from the King's Attorney (the as yet 'unevolved'

with the mobs pursuing these early " Salvationists."

not ready for Madison's radi-

amendment, amounting to instant and
complete disestablishment, was pruned in Committee
and finally adopted in the following shape: "That
religion, or the duty we owe to oiir Creator, and the
manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction, not by force or violence, and therecalism, and his

had been consecrated by the last ministrations of Davies, who, as we have seen, had been the means of exPeyton Randolph) extension of the Act of Toleration
to Virginia.*
James Madison, Jr., was trained for
Princeton by the parish clergyman, Thomas Martin
(inmate of Montpelier); and for the political principles
of Princeton, by the persecutions of the Baptists in the
neighborhood of that paternal home in Orange County.
The clergy were not the persecutors, but the old ecclesiastieal laws compelled magistrates to take sides

1165

'

ness was the sole object, and in which happiness was success-

How successfully may be judged from
would gladly live over again each of those
"without change, an assertion which I certainly cannot
" any portions of my life spent in the daily discharge of
" fully pursued.

"that

I

the fact

periods

make

of

duties."

This statement, if it proves anything, proves that
happiness is one thing and duty is another; it proves
that Kant's theory of ethics, which is based on the
discharge of duty and not on the pursuit of happiness.

THE OPEN COURT

ii66
is

and that Mr. Spencer's theory which idenduty with the pursuit of happiness, is wrong.

correct,

tifies

However, we must

in this place express our opin-

Mr. Spencer's statement cannot be quite
of duty, unpleasant though
the drudgery part of it may have been, was un-

ion

that

The discharge

correct.

doubtedly accompanied and followed by a certain satisfaction, which perhaps was less in quantity, but certainly higher in quality than the pleasure derived from

And

the mere pursuit of happiness.
of the intrinsic

and

of the

in the valuation

moral worth of pleasures, the

the view of utilitarianism, says that

reason applies

and happiness,

will

it

a cultivated

if

the sole purpose of enjoying

itself to

meet with

life

a failure.*

Any other explanation of the moral ought than that
from the Good Will, Kant declares to be heteronomy.
Will would no longer be itself, and the principle of
action would lie in something foreign to the will.
Kant

says:

"Will
by

such a case would not be a law to

in

itself;

but the object

would impose the law upon the
will."
This would admit of hypothetical impera"
tives only
I ought to do a certain thing, because I want something else." The moral and therefore categorical imperative,
on the contrary, says; I ought to act so or so, even if I had
nothing else in view.' For instance: the hypothetical imperative of heteronomy says: 'I ought not to lie, if I ever wish to
its

relation to the will

*

*

*

:

quality alone should be taken into consideration, not

the quantity.

In this sense only can an ethical hedon-

ism or utilitarianism be acceptable. The man whose
pleasures and pains are of a higher kind, of a nobler
form, and of a better quality, is morally and generally
the more evolved man.
And then, the basis of ethics
would be, not so much pleasure or happiness as the
quality of pleasure or happiness;

would be an

it

piration to evolve toward a higher plane of

life,

if

to

taken in the sense in

which it stands, is a contradiction of his ethical theory.
But even if Mr. Spencer had declared that the discharge
of

duty affords a kind

as

it

happiness or satisfaction,
still remain a deep gap
between his and Kant's ethics. Mr. Spencer reduces
ethics to mere worldly prudence; he says that we
must do the good in order to be happy, and for the
sake of its utility, and Kant says we must do the good
for the sake of the good.
Mr. Spencer says:
truly does, there

preserve

my

honor.'

not to Heaven

if it

The

categorical imperative says:

would not

in the least bring

me

'

I

ought

to shame.'

"

Mr. Spencer quotes the following passage from
Kant:

as-

shape our lives in nobler forms, and to enjoy nobler,
greater, and more spiritual pleasures, or, as Kant says,
" unceasing progress."
Mr. Spencer's assertion,

'

of

would

"I omit here

actions which are already recognized as incon-

all

although they

sistent with duty,

may be

useful for this or that

purpose, for with these the question whether they are done

from

duty can not arise at

all,

since they even conflict with

aside those actions which really conform to duty,

I also set

it.

but to which

men have

no direct inclination, performing them

because they are impelled thereto by some other inclination.

For in this case we can readily distinguish whether the action
which agrees with duty is done from duty, or from a selfish
view.

It is

much harder

to

make

this distinction

when

the

action accords with duty, and the subject has besides a direct
inclination to

For example,

it.

it is

always a matter of duty

that a dealer should not overcharge an inexperienced puris much commerce the prudent
tradesman does not overcharge, but keeps a fixed price for
every one, so that a child buys of him as well as any other.
Men are thus honestly served; but this is not enough to make

chaser, and wherever there

us believe that the tradesman has so acted from duty and

"But now, supposing we accept Kant's statement in full,
"what is its implication? That happiness is the thing to be
"desired, and, in
one way or another, the thing to be
"achieved."
"

An

"tyro

in

*

*

*

archery the instructor says:

"possibly pierce the buU's-eye."
'

What now

is

implied

Clearly that the purpose

is

by the

to hit the

Otherwise there

is no sense in the remark that it will
if directly aimed at; and no sense in the remark that
something higher must be aimed at. Similarly with
happiness.
There is no sense in the remark that happiness will
" not be found if it is directly sought, unless happiness is a thing
" to be somehow or other obtained." * * *
'

target.

"be missed

"to be

it is

hit,

of honesty: his

own advantage

required

it;

out of the question in this case to suppose that he might

besides have a direct inclination in favor of the buyers, so that,
as

show how the matter stands. To a
'Sir, you must not point
" your arrow directly at the target; if you do, you will inevitably
"miss it; you must aim high above the target, and you may then
illustration will best

"warning and the advice?

from principles

it

were, from love he should give no advantage to one over

Accordingly the action was done neither from
[!].
duty nor from direct inclination, but merely with a selfish view.
"On the other hand, it is a duty to maintain one's life, and, in
another

every one has also a direct inclination to do

addition,

so.

account the often anxious care which most men
has no intrinsic worth, and their maxim has no
moral import. They preserve their life as duty requires, no

But on

take for

this
it

doubt, but not because duty requires.

On

the other hand,

adversity and hopeless sorrow have completely taken

if

away

'

'

" So that in this professed repudiation of happiness as an end,
" there lies the inavoidable implication that it is the end."

The

pursuit of happiness

is

bj'

no means repudiit is only main-

ated by Kant as wrong or immoral;

tained to be insufficient as a foundation

of

Kant's remark that happiness will not be found

ethics.
if it is

own ethics.
one who takes

the relish for

life;

if

the unfortunate one, strong in mind, in-

dignant at his fate rather than desponding or dejected, wishes

—

and yet preserves his life without loving it not
from inclination or fear, but from duty then his maxim has
a moral worth.
"To be beneficent when we can is a duty; and besides this, there
are many minds so sympathetically constituted that without
any other motive of vanity or self-interest, they find a pleasure in spreading joy around them, and can take delight in
the satisfaction of others so far as it is their own work.
But
for death,

—

directly sought has no reference to his

Kant, speaking from the standpoint of

*The passage
Court,

N

referred to

is

quoted

page

1159, of

The Op

51.

I
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maintain that in such a case an action of this kind, howit may be, has nevertheless no

ever proper, however amiable
true moral worth, but

on a

is

level with other inclinations

"

(pp. 17-19).

Kant's metaphysics of ethics

is to

practical ethics

what pure mathematics is to applied mathematics, or
what logic is to grammer. Kant's method of reasoning in abstracto everywhere shows the mathematical
bent of his mind.

In a foot-note (Editio Hartenstein,

IV), p. 258, be says:

"As pure mathematics
and pure

distinguished from applied mathematics

is

from applied

logic

logic,

so

may

the pure philosophy

(the metaphysics) of ethics be distinguished from the applied

philosophy of ethics, that

human

as applied to

is,

By

nature.

once appears that ethical principles are not based upon the peculiarities of human nature but
whence,
that they must be existent by themselves a priori,
terms

this distinction of

it

at

—

for

human

just as well as for

nature,

any rational nature,

practical rules can be derived."

Schleiermacher says:

"A

good

is

any agreement ("unity") of definite sides [cer* * * Xhe end of ethical
and nature.

tain aspects] of reason

praxis

is

the highest good, i. e., the sum of all unions of nature
* * * The moral law may be compared to the

and reason.

algebraic formula which (in

analytical geometry) determines the

COURT.

The consciousness and its special form, the
and the mental object of feeling, are in reality
one and the same. Yet they are different and must
in abstracto be well distinguished.
Mr. Spencer's
method is that of generalization, but generalizing can
lead to no satisfactory results, if it is not constantly
accompanied by discrimination. We must generalize
and discriminate.
If a certain group of states of consciousness takes the
form of a logical syllogism, it must not be expected that
feeling.

feeling

logic will find its explanation in feeling, although

cannot be denied that
are feelings.

in

other passages that in examples
life, it

will

be

difficult to

separate

and unmistakably the sense of duty as the real
moral motive from other motives, inclinations, habits,
etc. But such a distinction must be made, if the moral
value of motives is to be considered in abstracto.
This is necessary for a clear conception of the essenMr. Spencer has on other
tial features of morality.
clearly

occasions highly praised the power of generalization,

which indeed

is

fundamentally the same faculty, as

thinking in abstracto; here, how.ever, he does not follow

between sense

He

tenable."

duty and inclination

of

is

un-

says:

"The very expression smse of duty implies that the mental
" state signified is a feeling; and if a feeling it must, like other feel" ings, be gratified by acts of one kind and offended by acts of an
" opposite kind.
If we take the name conscience, which is equiva'

'

lent to sense of duty,

"pressions

'a

we

tender conscience,

"perception that conscience
'

'

'
'

satisfactions

and

same

see the

is

'

'a

thing.

It
is

is

inclines a

—

man

its

to acts

produces an

i)iili-

(p. 476).

quite true that every state of consciousness

a feeling, but

we can and must

discriminate between

consciousness or feeling and the idea or thought which

such as take place in protoplasm. The old
of explaining logic is that of deduction, mod-

is developed by steps,
appears a priori to the individual now, but it is in
reality a consolidated product of multitudinous experiences received mainly by ancestors and added to by
self. Logical sense accordingly finds its explanation in
most simple feelings. Our conceptions of logically
incorrect feelings will be more and more avoided be-

philosophy shows that logic
it

cause they will ultimately be found to be unpleasant;
logical correctness is striven for because of the feeling
of satisfaction that accompanies the conception of a
logically correct conclusion."

Sense

is

feeling, there

can be no doubt.

Logical

sense and mathematical sense are feelings and

if

a

person thinks a mathematical axiom or a logical syllogism or an ethical maxim, he has a feeling. Logical
sense of reason is the product of evolution, and it

cannot be denied either that one man has a more logical
or mathematical or moral sense* than another. But it
* Mr. Spencer adduces the following quotations in evidence
for his assertion that conscience (or sense of duty) varies

among

the different races:
I believe that the lower races of men may be said to be deficient
That there should be any races of men so deficient in
in the idea ofriglit
moral feeling, was altogether opposed to the preconceived ideas with which I
commenced the study of savage life, and I have arrived at the conviction by

" In fact,

slow degrees, and even with reluctance."— Lubbock, Origin of Civilization,
1882,

pp. 404, 405.
'
'

becomes conscious, in which the feeling appears, and
which is, so to speak, the special form of a certain

be ex-

we must

Formerly pure logic was
considered as a science a priori; but the evolution-

'

— a feeling which has

and which

which yield the one and avoid the other

" tta/ion,"

e.\-

to

ern logic will be inductive.

seared conscience, indicate the

a feeling

dissatisfactions,

The common

is

We must positively abstract from
and cannot consider whether the feeling of logical arguments is pleasant or unpleasant. Mr. Spencer's
method of explaining ethics, if applied to logic, would
be as follows: "Man's logical sense is a very complex
feeling and has developed from simple percepts such
as can be observed in the lowest animals; percepts
are a higher evolved form of reactions against irrita-

Kant's argument, but declares "that the assumed distinction

feeling in this case

In our generalizations

feeling

method

Kant declares

it

the states of consciousness

idea which feels.

tions

taken from practical

all

discriminate in abstracto between the feeling and the

the curve

may be compared to
and virtue, or moral power, to an instrument arranged for the purpose of constructing the curve according to
the formula." (Quoted from a translation of Ueberweg.)

Not the

plained, but logic.

course [path] of a curve; the highest good
itself,

1167

But now

"pression

"and

is

let

us look at the evidence from which this im-

derived, as

missionaries."

we

find

it

in the testimonies of travelers

THE ORBN
does not follow that an explanation of mathematics,
or logic, or ethics, must be derived from feeling
Praising his deceased son, Tui Thakau, a Fijian Chief, concluded "by
speaking of his daring spirit and consummate cruelty, as he could kill his own
wives if they offended him, and eat them afterwards." Western Pacific. J. E.
Erskine, p. 248.
" Shedding of blood
acknowledged murderer

and the Fiiians.
"

is to
is

him no crime, but a

somehow an

glory. ... to be

Fiji

the object of the Fijian's restless ambition."

Rev. T. Williams,

i,

p. 112.

they [the Zulu boys] have arrived at a
very early age, should their mothers attempt to chastise them, such is the law,
Travels a7td
that these lads are at the moment allowed to kill their mothers."
It is

a melancholy fact that

Adventures in Southern Africa.

when

G. Thompson,

ii,

p. 418.

" Murther, adultery, thievery, and

all other such like crimes, are here [Gold
Description of the Coast of Guinea. W. Bosman,

Coast] accounted no sins."
p. 130.

"

unknown to him [the East African]. His only
treacherous murder is that of being haunted by the

The accusing conscience

fear after committing a

is

Lake Regions of Central Africa.

angry ghost of the dead."

R. F,

Burton,

ii,

p. 336.

"

never could make them [East Africans] understand the existence of
good principle." The Albert N'yanza. S. W. Baker, i, p. 241.
" The Damaras kill useless and worn-out people: even sons smother their
AQ.\il3X\i&x?.."—Narrative of an Explorer in Tropical South Africa. F. Galton, p 112.
The Damaras "seem to have no perceptible notion of right and wrong."
I

Ibid.,

p

72.

Mr. Spencer adds;
'
'

Against

we may set some converse facts. At
we have a few Eastern tribes pagans they

these

—

'

other extreme

'

called

'

tians they are called

— do

'

for blood revenge in

much

—who

'

who

— Chris-

While Europeans thirst
same way as the lowest savages,

but teach.
the

some simple people

'there are
'chas,

practice the virtues which Western nations

the

are

Lep-

of the Indian Hills, as the

'are singularly forgiving of injuries;'* and Campbell

exemplifies

'

the effect of a very strong sense of dutyf on one of

That character which the creed of Christendom
supposed to foster, is exhibited in high degree by the Arafupeace and brotherly love with one
ras (Papuans) who live in
'another 'I to such extent that government is but normal.
And
concerning various of the Indian Hill-tribes, as the Santals,
'

'

these savages.'

'

'

'

Sowrahs, Marias, Lepchas,

'

servers testify of

'

f ul

set of

men

them
I

Bodo and Dhimals,

severally that

'

different

ob-

they were the most truth-

ever met,'§ 'crime and criminal officers are

'almost unknown,'! '^ pleasing feature in their character

their

is

'complete truthfulness, 'TJ 'they bear a singular character for
'truthfulness and honesty,'** they are 'wonderfully honest, 'ff
'

'

honest and truthful in deed and word.'j:|

'

we

'

lutely peaceful (the

'the South

men who

Irrespective of race,

and have long been, absouniform antecedent); be they the Jakuns of

find these traits in

are,

Malayan Peninsula, who 'are never known

'anything, not even the most insignificant trifie,'§§ or be
'

Hos

'

honesty or veracity

'

'

of the Himalaya,

among whom

may be

'

to steal
it

in the

a reflection on a man's

send him to self-deSo that in respect of conscience these uncivilized
struction.'lll
people are superior to average Europeans, as average Europeans
sufficient

to

must abstract from

*

Campbell

in

"Journal of the Ethnological Society," N.

S., vol.

i,

150.

p.

t Ibid., p. 154.
t

Dr. H.

"Voyages

Kolfif.

of the

Dutch brig 'Dourga.'"

Earl's

I

lation, pp. 161, 163.
§
11

W. W.

Hunter,

"Annals

of Rural Bengal," p. 248.

Ibid., p. 217.

" Hillranges of Southern India," pt. iii, p. 38.
Dr. J. Shortt.
** Glasfind in " Selections from the Records of Government of India "

1;

eign Department), No.
++

Campbell

in

xx.xix, p. 41.

"Journal of the Ethnological Society," N.

S.,

vol.

i,

p. 150.

XX B. H.

Hodgson in " Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal," xviii, p
§§ Rev. P. Favre in "Journal of the Indian Archipelago,'' ii, p. 266.
"Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal," p. 206.
IK Col. E. T. Dalton.

the contrary

we

and concern
ourselves with the object of feeling only, which is the
idea or the special form in which and as which feeling
appears. States of consciousness (never mind whether
they are painful or pleasurable) must be considered as
moral if their mental object, i. e., the idea, the thought,
the motive, the form in which feeling becomes manifeeling altogether

harmony with the universal order of things.
Mr. Spencer declares that the world would be
intolerable "if Kant's conception of moral worth
fest, is in

were displayed universally in men's acts." And it
must be acknowledged that Kant's ethics in their logical and irrefutable rigidity not only impressed the literary world of his time with the grandeur and sublimity of ethics; Kant's ethics also astounded, and
overwhelmed his readers with awe. Virtue no longer
appeared to be the fervid enthusiasm of sentiments;
into the cold idea of duty which can
it congealed
be fixed in abstract rules and will operate like the corObjections have
rectly calculated gear of a machine.
been raised by some of Kant's own disciples; but it
must be known that the Kantian view of ethics does
not suppress feelings, emotions and inclinations, it excludes them only from an estimation of the moral
worth of actions. Kant gave the coup de grace to all
sentimentality which had taken the lead in ethical
questions too long. Mr. Spencer says:
'

those acts only have moral worth which are done from

If

'

"a

'•worth
'

duty

*

*

we must

say that a man's moral

greater in proportion as the strength of his sense of

is
is

*

duty

sense of

such that he does the right thing not only apart from
According to Kant, then,
* * who says of another

"inclination but against inclination.
"the most moral man is the man *

" that which is true though he would like to injure him by a false" hood; who lends money to his brother though he would prefer to

"see him

in distress."

although an admirer of Kant, makes in
Xenions a similar objection to this corollary of the
ethics of pure reason.
He says:
Schiller,

his

" willingly serve

And

I

am

I

my friends;

but

'tis

in a

I do it with pleasure.
no virtue in mel"

pity,

really vexed, that there's

And he answers

second distich:

" There is no other advice than that you try to despise friends.
And, with disgust, you will do what such a duty demands."

The

difficulty is

sideration:

'are superior to the brutal savages previously described."

On

pleasure and pain, or happiness.

is

'

COURT.

A man

removed under the following con-

with good inclinations

is

less ex-

posed to temptation than a man with bad inclinations.
If both act morally under conditions otherwise the
same, the latter has shown greater strength of moral
purpose than the former. The former's character (viz.,
his inherited inclinations and habits which represent
the sum total of the moral energies of his ancestors,)
But the latter
is more moral than that of the latter.
deserves more credit than the former for overcoming the temptation; he has in this special act shown
more moral strength of will than his more fortunate

THE OPEN
and morally higher advanced fellow-man. To those
who have accepted the Kantian view, Mr. Spencer's
and Schiller's objection can serve as a warning, not to

Man

lose sight of emotions altogether.

reasonable being, he

The

creature.

is

the

at

not only a

is

same time a feeling
man, the so-

instinctive faculties of

COURT.

can be found in

A

ble being.

man

1

only, in so far as he

is

169

a reasona-

truly reasonable being does not allow

himself to be guided by impulses but

is

led

by maxims.
Not

Inclinations and habits are remnants of instinct.

he

who

is

the ethical man, but he

in

instinctive good-naturedness acts morally,

who

deliberately

and con-

called subconscious states, are the basis of his con-

sciously considers himself a representative of the gen-

They form the roots of his soul from
which spring the clear conceptions of his reason. The
more man's habits and inclinations agree with morals,
the more strength of purpose is left for further ethical
advancement and moral progress.

eral

sciousness.

Similar objections have also been

made

to Kant's

mechanical explanation of the origin of the planetary
systems and milky ways. It seemed as if the divinity of nature were replaced by the rigid law of gravity.
In his poem "The God's of Greece," Schiller
complains:
" Fiihllos selbst fur ihres Kiinstlers Ehre.

Gleich dem todten Schlag der Pendeluhr,
Dient sie knechtisch dem Gesetz der Schwere,
Die entgotterte Natur."
"

Dead even
Like

to her Master's praise,

lifeless

pendulum's vibration,

Lo, godless Nature
Slave-like, the

now

obeys,

law oi gravitation." *

Such objections are always

raised

when

a scientific

explanation destroys the mystic view that a spirit or
at least something unexplainable is the supposed
cause of certain phenomena. Our sentiments are so
closely connected and intimately interwoven with our
errors that truth appears hostile to sentiment, and it
becomes difficult to part with errors sanctified by
emotion. Sentimentality always complains that clear
thought is an enemy of romanticism, and romanticism
is

the only possible poetry to the taste of the senti-

mental.

Now

cannot be denied that a one-sided
knowledge not only appears rigid, it truly is so, and will
be destructive of such emotions as reverence, awe,
it

aesthetic taste, religion

and

essential feature of science

negative,

how

art.

Criticism

is

a most

and philosophy, and how

desolate and melancholy appear

results of criticism!

But the pruning process

the

of crit-

very wholesome, and true science will only
profit by discarding the vagueness of indistinct concepicism

is

Alpine lakes that are really deep can only gain
by lucidity. Thus the clearness of genuine science
and broad philosophy will only show the depth of
truth into which by all its lucidity our emotions can
tions.

plunge without ever finding
it

it

shallow or fathoming

in all its profundity.

Kant's doctrine of ethics

is

a truth that can stand

Ethics, in the sense of the

word as used by Kant,

the severest

'

test.

Slightly altered

from B. W. Ball's translation

in

The Open Court,

p. 83.

The man, who adopts such

order of things.

maxims

as can

become

universal principles, identifies

his will with the laws of the universe.

Man's moral

dignity must not be sought in vague feelings or in instinctive inspirations;
is

developed

it is

based upon his reason and
he makes use of his reason.

in so far only as

HAPPINKSS AND ETHICS.
BY

E.

Taking an especial

C.

HEGELER.

interest in Mr. Spencer's Crit-

icism of Kant's Ethics, and the Editorial in reference
thereto,

I

here again present the following ideas:

Occurrences in man's life, some of them accompanied with pain, and others with pleasure, contribute
to his higher evolution.
From this fact we may conclude that the proportion of pleasure and pain will be
such as will accompany man's greatest progress; for
those nations only will survive which remain at the
head of civilization. Therefore, pleasure and pain in
the higher man of the future will in quantity probably
be proportioned as now; but their form, their quality,
will change.
A certain quantity of a more evolved quality of
happiness will probably be accompanied by a corresponding quantity of a more evolved quality of unhappiness.
If

a nation does not act in accordance with the

ethics of progress or evolution, but with an ethics of

perfection or completeness, (while

it

hind, as the animal species

may experience

will remain beand those human races

the greatest quantity of happiness),

it

which no longer progress, or it will perish entirely.
A nation may be imagined to have as its ethics
rules of conduct aiming at a more animal state of
existence,

bringing with

it

a proportionately larger

conduct would conflict with
that of the All (the whole Reality) here on earth,
which is the standard of true Ethics; and, therefore,
Such a nation will
its rules of conduct would be bad.
soon perish, and with it its erroneous ethics.
Whether life is worth living which saying Mr.
Spencer prominently quotes in deducing his theory of
is a question we cannot
ethics in his Data of Ethics
If civilized life does
ask, as it is beyond our control.
not continue, savage life, or even the life of brutes,
As long as the sun shines upon
will take its place.
our earth under similar conditions as now, so long the
same quantity of life will apparently continue upon
quantity of happiness.

Its

—

—

its

surface.
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It

CORRESPONDENCE.

me

A MEETING WITH THE TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHER OF NEW^ ENGLAND.
Chicago, August

To

the Editor

Reading

of

The Open Court: —

in the current

Edna D. Cheney's

number

of

3,

1S88.

The Open Court

Mrs.

" Reminiscences of Mr. Alcott's Conversations,"

am

waslike talking to a curious child; and the sage kept on trading

new ones. He knew all about Thermopylae and
Marathon, and Arbela, and Ipsus, of which I knew nothing, while
I knew all about Shiloh, and Corinth, and Vicksburg, of which he
knew nothing; and he listened as eagerly to me as I would listen to
a revived mummy telling me all about the battle of Cheronea.
Mr. Alcott knew Socrates and Plato, and Hannibal and Alexander,
old lamps for

He dropped

and Remus.

a remark about Xenophon which
and the excited philosopher listened eagerly
when I began to explain that Xenophon's march to the sea, was
different from that of Sherman, "because don't you see when
Sherman cut loose from Atlanta,"
lus

me

a new

tempted to present you with another reminiscence of that
amiable philosopher and venerable man, I once lured him into
an ambuscade, and thereby defeated a converzatione, if I get the
name of it right. Only through the merits of a full confession can
my 30ul be freed from its burthen of remorse, and I make the con-

gave

had been invited by my
Hesperia, to dine with him, and to
meet Mr. Alcott, who at that time was the guest of the chief
justice.
A select company of a dozen or so had been invited also,
and the arrangement was that we should go an hour and a half
before dinner, and during that hour and a half Mr. Alcott would
enlighten us with a parlor talk, or lecture.
Going along the street
I made a threat that greatly shocked and alarmed Mrs. Wheelbarrow; "I will smash that converzatione; there shall be no feast
of reason and no flow of soul before dinner; my gorge rises at it?"
"Is it not so nominated in the bond?"
"I care not; the condition is unconstitutional and void. Mr.
Alcott is profound in parlor speech, but you shall hear a more
effective talker ere the sun goes down."
"To whom do you refer?"
" Modesty forbids me here to speak his name."

other room, and back again.

I

fession here.

The way

of

it

was

this:

I

friend the chief justice of

" The sun is in the heaven, and the proud day,
Attended with the pleasures of the world
Is all too

To

"But

may

I will

give

wanton and too

me

smash

up from

chief justice got

impatience, neither did

see

I

I
it

and walked into the

his chair,

pretended not to see this

when he repeated

bit of

the performance

it was all very wicked on my part
talked to Mr. Alcott about "the
had passed," the lower down he
bent his face to listen to me and like a snow crowned venerable
Desdemona, he did "with greedy ear devour up my discourse.
The time passed rapidly away, and the converzatione from long
waiting was almost cold, but so long as he kept me spurred with

over and over again.

but on

know

I

went and the more

I

battles, sieges, fortunes, that

questions

I

I

could not stop, neither could the chief justice prevent

I

his venerable guest

from asking them. " The charge of the French
was not so difficult nor so dangerous as

across the bridge of Lodi

the charge of our brigade across the bridge at the "

The time was

"Dinner's ready," said the servant.

up, the

converzatione was broken into a dozen pieces.

We

room. My place was next to
Mr. Alcott; " As I was remarking, when mterrupted by the
announcement of dinner, "the charge of the French across the
proceeded

all

to the dining

bridge of Lodi."

that con-ver-zat-see-o-nee.
it is

After dinner

"There, we have had enough of that," said Mrs. Wheelwe have come to listen to Mr. Alcott, we can hear you
any time."
"Yes," said the old man, "but I can not."
My victory was complete, and I yielded him the floor.
Very respectfully yours,

it

a servant of dyspepsia."

seated in the front parlor without any particular

all

The

start,

gauds,

audience."

help digestion; before dinner

We were

full of

Romu-

but Grant and Sherman were almost as mythical to him as

at

although Mr. Alcott's chair very properly expressed the
head of "the room, when the lady chief justice entered and took a
seat.
She was chiefer than the chief in some things, a woman not
order,

without celebrity in this land, and one

'

barrow,

'

Wheelbarrow.

much admired by Mr.

Her entrance was a sign for us to " come to attention, "
and while some of the company were placing their chairs, the sage
made some casual remark.
Which reminds me, " I said, " of an incident that came under
my own observation at the battle of Shiloh." I saw an electric
spark flash in the philosopher's eyes, and I knew my hook was baited
right.
"We were lying down behind the rail fence, and "
Alcott.

'

THE MORAL ARGUMENT FOR
(TWO LETTERS

To

IN

ANSWER TO

GOD'S EXISTENCE.

MR. BARR FERREE.)

The Open Court: —

the Editor of

'

Were you

"

at Shiloh?" he enquired in an interested way.
and our regiment was crouching down behind the
it might be along here; while over there on
the other side of the field, as it might be across the room;" and so

"Yes,

fence; for instance, as

him the rebel yell, the answering hurrah, the
charge of the gray across the farm, the repulse by the blue, the
winrows of dead men reaped upon that wheatfield. The whole
on, describing to

story heightened by a theory of

death.

man

Whenever

revived

for him.

it

my own

about Sydney Johnstone's

the fire in the story smouldered a

little,

the old

again by a question.

He had

It had a weird fascination
never drank blood, and the flavor of it was like

the fumes of wine

upon

eye, while he heard

my

his brain.

loud bazzoo.

I held

The

him with

my

glittering

chief justice threw his

in No. 50, of The Open Court,
way that men really accomplished and
astute, will run into vagaries when they attempt to solve problems
The entire argument depends
with insufficient and inapt data.

The

is

article

upon a set of postulates of a quality very far from axiomatic. It
starts from that old pitfall, the metaphor "chain" or "series" of
Mathematical series are useless for any such purpose as
causes.
that for which Mr. Ferree uses them. The limitation of our faculties
compels us to confine our attention to a small part only of the entire complex of phenomena, and in the chain of causes and effects
our selection
It

is

largely arbitrary.

so

largely

arbitrary

"chain

causes" that

of

alone suggests and makes current the notion of an ultimate or
First Cause.
time,

we

Causation being conceived as a linear sequence in

(Why

look for an antecedent extremity.

sequent extremity?)

ment, as

of the chief justice.

place, based

left,

is

this

and then he threw his left leg over the
right.
He was impatient that I monopolized his principal guest,
whose wisdom, and not my camp fire anecdotes, the company had
been invited to hear. I affected not to notice the nervous disquiet
right leg over the

by Barr Ferree

a typical instance of the

it

really

is

But
in

if

this "

spite of

not also a con-

chain of causes"

the fact of

its

is

a mere fig-

convenience, and

perhaps necessity in man's mental economy, what becomes of this
notion of a First or Ultimate Cause? Is it not utterly dissipated?

Can any analogue be suggested

for

on the true notion of causation?

substitution

in its

Let Mr. Ferree

try

THE OPEN
his

hand

in this direction.

seems

It

me

to

that causation

is

insig-

In early English orthography

and

if

one

is

does not

in the least

The Good,"

nificant in the theistic problem.

certainly exists,

It

COURT.

God was

spelled Good.

Good

led to believe with all his heart, soul

and strength, that Good is the sovereign principle of existence, that
progressively and indefinitely "somehow good will be the final
goal of ill," he will find his highest intellectual exercises distracted, his best aspirations balked and his will inconstant, if he
denies himself the benefit of some such

conception as that of

it,

or "

1

who

prevent one

The Unknowable,"

or whatever else he

is

may term

from denouncing as an impostor Jove, or Zeus, or Allah, or
last did in times past denounce

Let us then, in the interest of mental and moral economy,
eschew all absurd theophobia and express that which is really
necessary to be named, and which we find ourselves constantly intending by its altogether most apt and useful denomination God.

—

Francis C. Russell.

known law and pending its discovery or demonmen avail themselves of those theories most

defect of

stration,

Deshler,

scientific

apt and fruitful for their ends as working hypotheses, and have

found them of indispensable use, and of the greatest value in the
promotion of science. Now, considered as a working hypothesis,
merely the notion of God is of the highest use. It fixes the
ideas, supplies a felt

and tends

pirations,

the
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My God

Jahveh, as the adherents of this
Bel and others as false gods.

God.
In'

affirms, say, "

need for an object for the emotions and asto vigor and steadiness in the exercise of

To

the

Editor of

me

Allow

Mr. Barr Ferree's reasoning in No.
50, the fundamental error is the assumption of the first quantity
in an infinite series ascending from a known term.
This of course
constitutes the series finite, and on his reasoning brings God, the
infinite,

within

finite grasp.

If the series

will.

Even in the ordinary exigencies of expression, to what awkward synonyms, circumlocutions, and cumbrous, labored, and obscure make-shifts, are those driven

who harbor a

foolish antip-

Their minds are

athy towards the notion of a personal God.

inveterately full of ideas, proper only to an universal order,

which such a being

is

They

a constituent.

Nature, the purposes of the universe,

'
'

talk of

of

no end,"

that makes for righteousness," and the like. How much easier and
more natural to say God, his aims and purposes, his goodness,
mercy and love, or even his indifference, injustice, or cruelty.

necessarily vain.

says the
all

is

first

known

cause "is absolutely and infinitely different" from

This error
his

moral government as a continued series of interferences with
a struggle with adverse free wills, thus nullifying all

creatures,

—

they teach or claim to teach about the being of God.

When we

versal order

Now, a moral

impossible.

is

evil,

issuing

evolution of the uni-

either fortuitous or systematic.

is

moral science
the good and

The

If fortuitous,

then

all

he

manifested and suggested by a universe sys-

tendencies subordinate, but must project

its

pre-

its power, and discover some, for the time
most general and inclusive tendency; and, furthermore, it
must suppose beyond and beyond, more and still more general

vision to the limits of
being,

I

we

think rightly) God,

centre and source of individualities, the Unity of

and

beyond our knowledge, and we

faith reaches

substanti-

the substance, the consistency of All, the

is

all.

Our

love

rest in the infi-

B. Dunn.

J.

MAX MULLER'S THREE LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE
"

OF THOUGHT."

science, dealing with

tematically evolving, must, in order to be a science, take account

not only of

the All (as

call

nite power.

impossible, or they are expressions

Theologians speak of the absolute character
etc., and then go on to speak of

old.

is

of God, his eternity, immensity,

case moral science

is

"by reasoning to find
This the author admits when he

the Absolute or

causes.

ally declare that

out of the facts of the universal order.

"there was no beginning and can be

out God,"

some existence analagous to
fact exercising aim and power.
Good and
evil are either the arbitrary or conventional creation of man, in which
of the being of

infinite,

or within the possibilities of our cognition.

to grasp

Again, does not the very possibility of Moral Science depend

upon the presumption
a personal God, some

be

time,

in

Our attempt

the aims of

the power, not ourselves,

O., Aug. 13, 1888.

The Open Court: —

to say that in

Vineyard Haven, Mass., Aug. 3, 1888.
To the Editor ()/The Open Court:
I brought the
Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of
Thought " that you were so kind as to send me, along to read
during vacation; I have read them with great interest. They are

—

'

'

very suggestive, and

I

think his positions are generally well taken.

and hence

but so

tendencies, although as yet inconceivable.

All higher thought tends to unity,

For such a study, the notion of an exertion exercising aim and
power is absolutely indispensable. There is rigorously nothing to

far in the culture of our

supply

its

nature

is

and the simple enlarging to the complex. Such lectures as these,
however, tend to open the way of such visions, partly at least, to

is

place.

If

there

is

no aim, then the evolution of man's

incongruous with the evolution of the universe.

no general aim for him

to subserve.

He

is

deluded

in

There
suppos-

meaning but expediency, and that
expediency even has any meaning not arbitrarily imposed. The
indispensable reference which alone can make morality scientific,
is an ultimate aim or purpose to be subserved by conduct.
Besides, under a discipline imposed by the study of morals as
a science, it is mentally and morally impossible to regard the uni-

who could stand

world

at the centres

it

to simplicity;

has been only the privileged few

and see the one becoming the many,

H

the many.

W. Thomas.

ing that ought has any other

versal order as merely mechanical, or with emotional indifference,
and mental and emotional lucidity can be attained only by the supposition of an existence exercising aim and power.
Truly, as Voltaire said, if God did not exist, man would be
compelled to invent him.
It is this moral necessity and convenience which constitutes
the valid and ample warrant for supposing the existence of God,
and there is no other warrant that can begin to compete with it.
The acceptance of God as a working hypothesis, or even
as demonstrated truth, carries with it not the least implication in favor of any one of the formulated expressions of Deity.

THE ANESTHETIC REVELATION.

—

To the Editor of The Open Court:
Mr. Clark is right in inferring that

I

have not

'
'

made

the ex-

periment with sulphuric ether." Even were there no considerations of health to prevent me from so doing, I think I should elect
to remain under "some disadvantage " in this respect, since I can
hardly be induced to anticipate a solution of the mystery of being
from the simple method of getting drunk on gas. Neither can I

domain
by myself but by Mr. Lewes, inasmuch as no danger ought rationally to be apprehended from our
see the peril of endeavoring to limit psychology within that

of investigation

limiting
science,

it

thus,

specified, not

— that

is,

the recognized boundaries of

within

— and in so doing rendering

it

improbable that the

human

race will ever be so revolutionized as to exalt diseased cerebration
above the normal, or, in other words, to invert and transpose the

mens sami and the mens

insatia.

While

I

have no

desire,

— as of

1
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—

to compel psychologists to accept
I have not the power,
even the dicta upon which philosophers may be said to be agreed,
I may add that one such dictum, (conclusion, or conviction would

course

be the better word,) as expressed by Spencer,* is that human inWhether Relatelligence is incapable of absolute knowledge."
tivist or Absolutist, Gnostic or Agnostic, we ought to be able to
establish our beliefs

means.

upon a rational foundation by purely rational

The poet complains
Ut nemo

in sese tentat desce}ideye

—nemo!

William Hamilton have used the passage
against those who are apparently unwilling or unprepared to examine
their own consciousness with the view of determining the nature and
limits of their cognitions.
It seems to me, however, that in the
hyperaesthesia alluded to, the material organ whose function it is to
cerebrate, or perhaps as Mr. Clark would express it, to make mental
apprehensions,
is temporarily so deranged as to render uniform
mental action (normal cerebration) impossible. With the utmost
respect for every inquirer into the so-called mysteries of nature and
of human nature, I must re-affirm that in this matter of mindobservation the appeal is "from Philip drunk to Philip sober."
Permit me a few words more with regard to Idealism, the
arguments for which, as Mr. Clark says, "appear conclusive," or,

and others besides

Sir

—

as Lewes acknowledges, are incontrovertible.
thesis is that

its

jective-objective

man

only knows his

phasis.

own

Briefly expressed,

individuality in

Hylo-Idealism,

however,

reverses Berkeley's visionary position because,

—

— as

I

its

sub-

first letter

intimated in

the ideating tissue, the vesiculo-neurine, the only noumenon, of
which everything perceptible or conceivable by man is a creation.
In the last or ultimate analysis there will be found only one entity
in nature,
an entity which by virtue of its own potentiality makes
for itself every idea or phase of the so-called objective, and which
created alike the daemon of the savage and the Anima Rlundi of
the transcendentalist.
M. C. O'Byrne.

—

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.!
A'A'//.— Continued.

Have you heard from your

father?" inquired the

by which he frequently began the

news

is

not good," replied Use; "only think,

your Highness, one of our horses has broken his leg.
It was a grey which we raised ourselves, a good gentle
creature, which I have often ridden, though my father
did not much like my doing so. Then I must tell
your Highness, the road that leads to the great markettown, to which my father every year sends his grain,
is terribly bad, and the Government does nothing to
improve it. For ten years the matter has been agitated, but nothing comes of it.
If your Highness
» " First Principles,"
t

will

speeches."

Fortune would have

who
Rossau, came

State Councillor,
at

office

it

He was

after, the

introduced by him to

the

invited to dinner, and the Prince

showed uncommon

interest in the condition of the

question; he inquired about the estates in

in

district

some weeks

to the University, visited the

Chamberlain, and was
Prince.

that

held the chief administrative

the neighborhood and their proprietors; and, at last,

when standing alone by

the

window with

the Coun-

drinking his coffee, said:

cillor,

"How

is it that there is no good road in the
Could not you do something about it?"
The official duly enumerated the difficulties. At

district?

Prince replied:
I

know

be obliged

there are plenty of reasons; but

to

you

if

you

will

I

give yourself the

trouble of taking the matter in hand."

Much impressed
official

with these words, the

returned home.

He

Rossau

revolved them in

his

mind for three days, and the more he thought
of them the more important they seemed; his own
At last he came
future might depend upon the result.
to the conclusion that an extraordinary exertion was

troubled

necessary; he therefore went at once to the seat of

conversation.

"My

it

"Let us hope for the best."
Use, on going home, said to her husband:
"Felix, I spoke to him about the road; he is a
good youth, but in society he uses only formal

shall

the road."
"

so;

"Yes,

The party had broken up and most of the guests
had departed before the Prince gained an opportunity
of speaking to Use without restraint.
"Just wait," thought Use; "you shall not escape

Prince, a question

do

last the

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER

to

completely

under the above heading, it identifies Idealism with
Materialism when it proves that the highest and most abstract
production of our ideation is nothing more than an expression of
the

I beg of you
be a benefit to the whole district."
The Prince looked at her kindly, and said, with
embarrassment:
"It is an affair of the Government, I believe my
father knows nothing of it."
"I am convinced of that," replied Use; "the gentlemen of the Government have always reasons for
doing nothing; they understand how to make difficulties, and pretend they have no money."
The Chamberlain approached, and as the conversation had taken an uncomfortable political turn, the
Prince quickly retreated, bowing and smiling, with
these words:

could help to obtain a good road for us,

Second Ed., Part

Translation copyrighted.

I,

Chap. IV, Sec.

22.

Government and laid the whole case, and a large
bundle of dusty records concerning the road, before
The minister thanked him for his comthe minister.
munication, and was also of opinion that this was an
incident which it would be prudent to make known to
his Most Serene Highness.
When he had concluded
his report on state affairs, he mentioned that in the
district of Rossau complaints had been made of the
bad condition of the roads, and that a strong desire
had been expressed for a new road, and the Hereditary Prince had shown a lively interest in the matter.
The Prince rose hastily from his seat.

THE OPEN
"The Hereditary

What

does that mean?
It is very satisfactory to me to find that my son takes
an interest in the condition of the country," he added.
"I will take the affair into consideration."
The same day a letter was written by the Prince
himself to the Chamberlain, saying:
"How comes the Hereditary Prince to take an interest in the building of a new road at Rossau?
I desire further

Prince?

information."

The Chamberlain was

in great perplexity, and felt
endangered by the secret.
At last,
placed in a position between father and son, he chose
the path of frank disclosure to the rising sun, and ac-

position

his

quainted the Prince with his father's question.

"You

see what importance his Serene Highness

attaches to the communication; the details must be

imparted to him."
The Prince was equally confounded.
"It was only a word thrown out casually," he rejoined, with hesitation.

"So much

the better," said the Chamberlain; "all

that remains to be said

Highness's wish.

It

is,

what gave

may naturally seem

rise to

your

strange to the

Prince that his subjects or magistrates should apply

your Highness instead of to him. This, so far as I
know, does not seem to have been the case."
"No," replied the Prince, "I heard of it at the
house of the Rector. I simply asked the Councillor
about it when he was here. I wanted to be able to
give an answer," he added, shrewdly.
The Chamberlain was satisfied, and in his report
extolled the Professor and Use, at whose house it was
very pleasant to visit, and he did not fail to observe
that the Hereditary Prince enjoyed calling there.
He was rejoiced when, a few days after, a communication was made on business by the Cabinet Secretary,
and followed by a letter from the Sovereign himself,
in which he expressed his great satisfaction in the
conduct of the Hereditary Prince and the Chamberto

lain.

Use was equally rejoiced when her father wrote

to

her:
" Use, are
to
is

you a witch?

An

order has been given

begin building the road immediately; the surveyor
already here to

mark

it

out."

At dinner Use took the

letter out

of her

pocket

with great delight, saying:

"Read, you incredulous man, and see what our
Prince has been able to accomplish; after all we
did him injustice.
My poor gray excited his pity, and
he wrote everything to his dear father."
The next time that Use met the Hereditary Prince,
she began, after the first greeting, in a low voice:
"My home owes warm thanks to your Highness,
who has had the kindness toexertyourselfforourroad."

little
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be built?" asked the Prince, surprised.
"Does not your Highness know it? Your inter"Is

it

to

cession has induced his Grace, your father, to have

it

made."

"My intercession would have had little effect,"
continued the Prince. "No, no," he added, earnesty
disowning it. "I did not write to my father. It was
altogether his

own

decision."

Use remained silent: she could not understand
what should prevent the son of a Prince from openly
laying before his father a request on a matter of
business, the fulfillment of which would be beneficial
to many; that he should disown all participation in
what he had evidently done, appeared to her a quite
inappropriate display of modesty.

The last letter from Court had confirmed the
Chamberlain in his opinion that the intimacy of the
Hereditary Prince in the Rector's house was not distasteful to his father.
He reflected sometimes on the
reasons for this interest in persons, who were so far
removed from the sphere of princely notice. He
could not understand it. At all events it was his duty
not to keep the Prince away from their home, and
likewise to make himself agreeable to the Rector and
his wife.
This he did willingly and honestly, and
oftentimes went to the Professor's without the Prince;
he asked him to recommend books to him, showed
great deference for his judgment about men, and was
guided by the Professor's advice in the choice of the
Prince's teachers.
The energetic dignity and proud
frank

character of the learned

man

attracted

the

and Werner became a valuable acquaintance
He was also sincerely attached to Use, and
to him.
there were times when she too could discover something of the worth and depth of heart of the Chamcourtier,

berlain.

But although the Chamberlain possessed
pliancy of a courtier, and

knew

all

the

that the visits to the

Rector's house were acceptable both to his young
master and the latter's father, he showed little comIndeed, he
plaisance for the young Prince's wishes.
was inclined to make difficulties if the Hereditary
Prince, which seldom happened, would propose to join
Werner's at tea; he went there with him at proper
intervals, but after the road affair he avoided any
On the other hand,
greater intimacy for the Prince.
the Chamberlain endeavored to make the Prince at
home with the students, and in a way that accorded
with his rank. Of the different associations which
were denoted by colors, customs, and statutes, the
corps of the Markomanns was then the most distin-

guished.

It

was the

aristocratic club, included

many

sons of old families and some of the best fencers; its
members wore their colored caps in the haughtiest

manner, were much talked

of,

and not very popular.

1

1
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The Chamberlain found

a relative of his in this corps,

and the leaders were found

to possess the qualifica-

tions necessar}' to appreciate properly the social po-

young master.
Thus the Prince became intimate with the

asso-

he invited the students to his apartments,
sometimes joined in their lesser drinking bouts, and
was agreeably introduced by them into the customs

ciation,

academic

He

life.

took fencing lessons, and, in

spite of his small delicate figure,

showed some

apti-

and the swing of the rapier in his room
daily endangered the mirror and chandelier.
Use expressed her astonishment to her husband
that the Prince, who had at first so quickly and easily
opened his heart to them, had held back so cautiously
tude for

affair.

"Has he thought me

too forward?" she asked,
with vexation; "it was said with the best intentions.
But I find, Felix, it is not with these great people as
with us. If we once put confidence in people we feel

home with them; but they

are

the birds

like

that sing a song close to your ear, and then at once
fly off and seek another resting-place far away."
"

The

following year they will perhaps

come

again,"

replied her husband; "any one who tries to domestiIf their airy path
cate them will be disappointed.

brings them near, you may take pleasure in them; but
one should not trouble oneself about these triflers."
Nevertheless, in secret Use was vexed with the
unfaithfulness of her

"My

duty brings

on

Chamberlain,

"Among

little

me

songster.

you to-day," began the
the Professor's room.

to

entering

the lectures which are desired for the Heredi-

tary Prince

is

one upon Heraldry.

recommend

to

me

short course

was no

a teacher

upon the

suitable person,

subject.

and

I

I

beg

who could

of

give

In the capital, there

confess without blushing

that my knowledge is much too scanty for
able to impart any to the Prince."

The Professor

reflected.

Among my

colleagues

"

could recommend.

It is

may have knowledge

you to
him a

me

to

be

know no one whom

I

possible that Magister Knips

of that kind.

He

is

well in-

formed in all these by-paths of learning; but he has
grown up in a low condition of life, and his manner is
highly obsequious and old-fashioned."
This old-fashioned obsequiousness did not appear
any hindrance to the Chamberlain; and as he himself
wished to make use of the opportunity to ascertain
clearly the meaning of a mysterious figure in his own
coat of arms, which looked very much like a pitchfork,
but which was really a Celtic Druid's staff, he replied:

"There need not be many
present myself."

lectures,

and

I

can be

all

but

objectionable.

"If the gracious and noble gentleman might be

German and French embla-

content perchance with
zonry,

I

believe

I

may

venture to offer him

my

un-

doubtedly unsatisfactory knowledge. But of English
coats of arms and figures my knowledge is not extensive, because of lack of opportunity.
I would, however, endeavor to give some information upon the new
investigations concerning the Honorable Ordinary."

"That

be necessary," replied the Cham"Will
arrange details with Master Knips?"

will not

berlain; and, turning to the Professor, he said:

you allow me

to

The Professor

left

them

to transact the business,

and the Chamberlain continued, more
"

freely:

recommendation of the
Rector, endeavor to ascertain whether the Hereditary
Prince can avail himself of your instruction and derive
I

trusting to the

will,

the proper advantages therefrom."

Knips bowed lower and lower, until he almost disappeared into the ground; but his head was reverently
bent towards the eye of the Chamberlain. The latter
mentioned a liberal sum as the price of the lessons.
Knips smiled, and his eyes twinkled.
"I must further request. Master Knips, that you
will not object to assume a becoming appearance for
A black coat, and trousers to
the intended lectures.
match."
"I have them," replied Knips, raising his voice.
"White waistcoat and white cravat," continued the
Chamberlain.
"

I

latter,

His modesty was undeniable; his obsequiousness could not be greater.
If one
could put him into a tolerable coat, he might, for a
temporary object, be allowed to sit at the same table
with the Hereditary Prince and the Chamberlain. So
the Chamberlain asked whether Master Knips could
undertake to give some lectures upon heraldry.

it,

since the road

at

grotesque figure appeared comical to the
not at

sition of his

of

Magister Knips was called, and was, as usual, at
hand, and was presented to the Chamberlain. The

I

have those likewise," warbled Knips.

The Chamberlain considered it
tain, by his own inspection, the

preferable to ascercapabilities of

the

candidate in this respect.

"Then

I

beg

of

you

to

make your appearance

the apartments of the Hereditary Prince in

at

fitting

There we will confer upon details."
Knips appeared the following morning in his state
dress, and the Chamberlain thought that the man did
not look so bad after all. He gave him to understand
that a learned discussion was not required, but rather a
rapid survey, and, on his departure, presented to him
guise.

a bottle of perfume, for his white pocket-han dkerchief,
in

order to consecrate Knips' atmosphere.
{To be continued.)
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Mr. Moncure D. Conway contributes to The Open Court,
a timely essay on "The Founding of our Religious Freedom," the
first part of which appears in this number.
The subject has
never been thoroughly treated, and Mr. Conway has used unpublished manuscripts and original researches mainly.

The personal and social traits of " The Modern Greeks," will
be described in Scribner's for September, by Prof. Thomas D.
Seymour, of Yale College, whose companion article on " Life and
Travel in Modern Greece," in the June number of this Magazine
will

F. D. Millet and

be recalled.

Kenyon have made

illustra-

tions.

Mr. Cortlandt Palmer, of New York, a free-thinker, founder
and president of the Nineteenth Century Club, sent, two days before his death, the following message to a friend: " The world has
been for me my country; to do good, my religion; and I suffer no
fear in the presence of what Christians generally look upon as the
king of terrors."

The new Chicago Journal America
preserving

especially

American

is

devoted to the work of

institutions.

All

heartily sympathize
most essential features of the
true American spirit is its broad humanitarianism; it is the cornerstone upon which this republic is founded, and all our hope of the
future greatness of this country depends on it.
While the many
dangers of immigration (especially of the ignorant classes) must be
acknowledged, our new contemporary would enlarge the field of
its usefulness if it would take its stand on the broad American

One

D.

GUNNING.

D. Gunning's essay Kalzcnjamnwr,

in No. I, is a
humorous, half serious lay sermon, sending shafts

sprightly, half

Katzenjammer is a
German wOTd, which means cat-sickness, and denotes a malady of
body and mind which results from night-life. The owl, the nighthawk, the* whip-poor-will and aW the felines are night-prowlers.
Men also have gone astray with the cats and become nocturnal;
even Socrates, with all his virtues was somewhat addicted to Katzenjammer. Katzenjammer was a large factor in the decline of
Athens and the chief factor in the fall of Rome. What a Katzenjammer's-band was that of Cataline! What Katzenjammer was that
of Nero fiddling in the light of burning Rome! Struggle for life
drove one member of a certain family higher into the air,
and another into the ground. The sun-seeker gained in eye and
brain, the earth-burrower lost its eyes and retained only brain
enough to guide it through the ground. Such are the fates of the
mole and the bat. Igdrasil the tree of life has been pushing its
human fruit inward to the shade. We want a peripheral humanity
lit by beams of science and sweetened and mellowed by active rays
of light into the dark recesses of the mind.

of the sun of righteousness.

Americans,

natives as well as naturalized citizens, will

with these endeavors.

W.

Mr.

of the

principles of our ancestors instead of limiting patriotism to nativism.
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GEORG VON GIZYCKI.
In Nos. 25 and 26 is presented a very scientitic article enti" Determinism versus Indeterminism," by Georg Von
Gizycki, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Berlin.
This is in answer to Professor William James of Harvard University, who, in a lecture published in the Unitarian Review, had
tled

maintained the doctrine of indeterminism.
relates to the

plained
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The whole
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yes and no.
The philosophic theory which holds that they do, has been
called Determinism; that which says they do not is known as

edition, 38 pages.

Indeterminism"

Abbot.

The argument, which is deeply philosophical throughout,
and in some parts of it a demonstration, proceeds upon the theory

Spencer.

that the

human

actions are

will

rfe;'«';';«i'«eii

is under the control of law, and that its
by necessity that Freedom of the Willis
;

never an accident, nor the offspring of caprice; that the reformation of an evil-doer is made by surrounding him with conditions
whose laws will compel his will to act in the right way.
E.

p.

POWELL.

An

scholar, E. P. Powell, gives his views

on "Language" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lowest in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
express their wants and especially to express hunger. This lies
at the root of the principle of evolution, because

"organic devel-

opment

power

is

necessitated in the direction of organic

— to speak."

to express

100 pages.
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